
Sales Meeting 1-24-18 

What you focus on expands 

Gratitudes 
Eat the Frog! 
Dates: Friday, February 16th 8:30 – noon: Annual Awards Program, Copper River Country Club 

Capture, Communicate and Close 

I. The Communication Balance  

 ________ of the top ________ qualifiers consumers use when selecting an agent cannot 

be replaced by _____________________.  

 Just ______ percent of consumers are likely to respond to a communication they 

perceive to be an automated reply.  

 Nearly _________ of buyer inquiries do not receive a response from a professional. 

 Respond to leads within the first ____ minutes to improve your contact rate. 

 First-time home buyers spend about ______ of their time searching online before 

enlisting the help of a professional.  

 _____ of respondents said they would be likely to further engage with an agent who 

personally responded to an inquire vs. only ______ if response was automated.  

 

The top five characteristics that impacted a consumer choosing an agent to work with include: 

 ____________________________ 

 ____________________________ 

 ____________________________ 

 ____________________________ 

 ____________________________ 

 Establish trust early on through client _________________________ and 

______________________________. 

 _________ of consumers trust online reviews. 

 _________ of consumers feel it’s important for their agent to be a local market 

expert, with ________ saying that local market expertise is the most important trait.  

 



II.     Specific types of local market expertise they found the most important in an agent:  
 Market Trends  

 Insider Knowledge 

 Neighborhood and Schools 

 One of the top _______ reasons for client dissatisfaction is communication. 
 Once a relationship is ___________________ more consumers show preference for text 

or email over phone calls.  

III.    Surveying new clients about their preferences  

 On average it takes ____ touch points to move a home buyer from first inquiry to close. 

 During this nurturing period ________________________________ and personalized 

follow up is necessary to stay top of mind.  

What can real estate agents learn from Domino’s? 

IV. Consumers’ biggest challenges with the closing process are:  

 _______________,  _______________,  _______________,  _______________, and  

________________________. 

 Nearly ________________ said they were either dissatisfied with the offer-to-close 

process or simply neutral.  

 

Cost Vs. Value 

 Report considers 21 popular projects and their average resale value one year later 

 Highest ROI 

1.                                                                         2.    

3.                               4.   

5. 

 Lowest ROI 

2.                                                                 2.    

3.                       4.   

5.  

ROI is down mainly due to higher cost of construction and _____________________________.  



On average ROI for:  

________________________ is _________ 

________________________ is _________ 

 

See email of 1-24-18 “Cost vs. Value (remodeling)” for job details. 

Marketing words that have impact: _______________________, 

_________________________, 

________________________, ___________________________________________ 

 

     V.        Winter Housing Report  

 


